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About This Game

Sit back and Buckle up and get ready to ride The Screamer,

The Screamer is a VR 360 Pendulum ride.

 --------- Controls ---------

Space - Start the Ride
Esc - Exit the Application
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Title: TheScreamer VR
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
LunarCitySeven
Publisher:
LunarCitySeven
Release Date: 3 Feb, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590, AMD FX 8350 equivalent or better

Memory: 4 MB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or better

Storage: 300 MB available space

English
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We laughed and laughed. Definitely do it standing up, if you can. This is hillarious. If you like carnival rides, this is for you..
definitely worth the money to watch my husband fall over. This is great.. This isn't quite worth a dollar. Let me explain. You
certainly get enough vertigo, and motion sickness for the price (in this instance, these are good things), but this ride is
just such a common experience you can find many other places, oftentimes for free. Maybe if the environment wasn't
too basic, or it wasn't set at nighttime, I would have been able to recommend it as a decent impulse buy for those who
need something that functions as virtual ipecac syrup. Get 'Ultimate Booster' experience on steam @ 5$ and you will
get a much better version of this, and several other 'rides'. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=EDqYHqYrb1I. I've had
this game for a couple months but just finally tried it this evening. As far as a singular experience in VR goes, this one was one
of the most real sensations I've come across. I recommend sitting on the floor so you can rock back and forth with the motion,
sitting still just doesn't do it and standing is outright dangerous. The way it's set up is also excellent for handing off from person
to person. Anyway, worth the money, made me excited about what will happen with the future of VR if the movement is
convincing enough to make my brain think the body is experiencing motion.. This is a very tough call on whether to recommend
or not. It's only a .99 cents game and it delivers on what it promises. I think in the end that deserves a recommendation. But just
know that you're getting a short ride. And the graphics are average to below average for this genre. And you'll be using a
keyboard to get the game going (why does it not support a controller?!).

However, I think this is a unique enough experience to recommend for VR Rollercoaster \/ Carnival Ride Experience
enthusiasts. It's a nighttime carnival atmosphere and the ride is definitely different than others (even from the one in Ultimate
Booster experience which is similar, but this ride just feels very different to me). I enjoyed the ride.

Rate 5\/10 ..  yes, I now have a stomach made of steel and get no motion sickness or nausea :D . Not even worth $1.00. I mean
you just float around in circles then its over. Also i never get motion sick but this game its bad.

Seriously save your $1.00 this is garbage. It's Short but man it is trippy. Great demo for VR to show your family and friends lol.
Hope they add more rides!!!!. --------Dont Buy This Game----------

This game is just another vr game that you pay 1$ and just play it one time.
Its cool and all but its one ride and it only lasts 1 minute so its not worth it

2\/10

should be free!!. Kind of makes me sick if I sit down while playing and kind of boring. Then, I stood up. So much FUN! No
sickness at all when I stand. Be careful, you might fall.
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